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Techaway Technologies

What are you
waiting for?

 ¡Try Techaway! If you don't like
it, you give it back, THAT'S IT!

VENTAJASADVANTAGES
PC as a SERVICE belongs to the new sharing economy that allows
to share resources and services from 1 day to the infinite.

We help companies to grow better, bigger and faster. By not
having an initial investment, bank scoring (OPEX) is not needed and
companies will be able to invest their resources in more important
things. 

No permanence fees, no hidden costs.

We are committed to the circular economy 
and sustainability.

The user is the central axis and the technology gets adapted to him

The company has the control of all the computers.

Technical support is included.

You get the computer ready to use, with the OS and the programs
you need.

You get replacement insurance in case of breakage or theft.

You get the laptop in 72 hours and ready to use

¿QUÉ ES TECHAWAY?

Techaway is the alternative to technological renting, a subscription
model where you pay for the use of your laptop, without

permanence and without hidden costs

Set your subscription in 2 clicks... 
and let your company start working! Don't waste money buying

computers! Focus on what really matters and help the world to get rid
of the e-waste. Without commitment of permanence or financing.

 
 

We work with subscriptions: you can use Techaway from 1 day and
forever; with technical support and insurance included; In

addition, the computer is ready to use, with the OS already installed.
Turn on and start!

WHAT IS TECHWAY?
 

You save costs, no need of initial investment

Easy management: controll everything with our dashboard.

Achieve your sustainability goals, good reputation
y and good values for your company and employees

We are sustaineable

We give you the tools you need for your work 
We give you peace

We are fast, immediate solutions. We are fast. 

WHY TECHAWAY?

http://www.techaway.es/
https://www.instagram.com/techaway.es/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/techaway-technologies/

